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All the ultimate and essential gear to become a 

DJ: the Hercules DJStarter Kit.

PRESS RELEASE

Rennes, October 18, 2018

After the launch of its three new DJ controllers and the new version of the DJUCED® software in late

September, Hercules has announced today the perfect way to get started DJing: the Hercules DJStarter Kit.

As the Christmas season approaches, the Hercules DJStarter Kit is the ideal way to celebrate and the ultimate

Christmas gift for all music lovers. This comprehensive, easy-to-carry and easy-to-install solution includes the

Hercules DJControl Starlight controller, Hercules DJMonitor 32 speakers, HDP DJ M40.2 headphones and

Serato DJ Lite.

The DJControl Starlight is the ideal controller to get into DJing with Serato

DJ Lite. This ultra-compact, ultra-light and ultra-practical device packs all the

features needed to mix and scratch with Serato DJ Lite:

▪ Integrated audio interface: Master output (speakers) + headphone output

▪ Touch-sensitive jog wheel; controls pause/playback

▪ 4 pads × 4 modes (Hot Cue, Loop, FX, Sampler).

▪ Tempo fader (pitch adjustment)

▪ Bass equalization/filter knobs + deck volume knobs

A signature light feature: a clear and powerful RGB backlighting with a

unique strobe effect that guarantees a captivating show!

Hercules DJControl Starlight
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Hercules DJMonitor 32

The Hercules DJStarter Kit will be available for sale from November 23, 2018 at the recommended

retail price of USD 179,99.

About Guillemot Corporation S.A.

Guillemot Corporation is a designer and manufacturer of interactive entertainment hardware and accessories. The Group offers a diversified range of products under the Hercules and
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ergonomic products which maximize the enjoyment of digital interactive entertainment for end users. www.guillemot.com
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The Hercules DJStarter Kit includes a pair of Hercules

DJMonitor 32 active monitor speakers for home

mixing. These completely redesigned 2 x 15 watts

RMS speakers with offset tweeters offer a clearer

sound and a more noticeable stereo effect in the

space.

Their compact size makes them easy to use on a desk

in a bedroom or as the DJ's monitor speakers at a

party.

Hercules HDP DJ M40.2

• The HDP DJ M40.2 headphones are the latest addition to the Hercules product line.

Their simple and effective design and three key features make these headphones

essential for any budding DJ who wants to get started mixing:

• Efficient noise insulation: the closed-back ear-cups and wide, comfortable ear pads

keep out ambient noise. The DJ's hearing is therefore not disturbed by the outside

world.

• Perfect mobility: these practical headphones swivel round, for easy one-ear monitoring

and easy folding. Ideal for taking anywhere with you.

• High sensitivity ensures a high level of audio output for pre-listening in any

environment.

Serato DJ Lite

Serato DJ Lite (free download) has everything you need to learn how to mix

and scratch. Hercules’ ambition to bring Djing to the masses is also reflected

in the fun new lighting modes that help teach about four-four time and how

to count the beats. Five of these lighting modes are controlled directly by

Serato DJ Lite.

https://www.instagram.com/hercules_djmixroom/
https://www.facebook.com/HerculesDJMixRoom/
https://twitter.com/herculesdjmix
https://twitter.com/herculesdjmix
https://serato.com/dj/lite/downloads

